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METAVERSE UNIVERSE

Welcome to the world of the Metaverse, a revolutionary project that is 
poised to reshape the way we interact and experience the digital 
realm. Powered by Minebase and backed by a dedicated team of 
visionary experts, the Metaverse project is set to become an invaluable 
addition to our ecosystem.

Since its inception in November 2022, we have been working tirelessly 
to bring this ambitious concept to life. Our relentless pursuit of 
excellence has culminated in the eagerly anticipated launch scheduled 
for May 1, 2024.

The essence of the Metaverse lies in providing equal opportunities for 
all individuals to not just engage, but also thrive in the digital 
landscape. Through the power of blockchain technology and 
decentralized governance, we aim to create a metaverse that is 
inclusive, immersive, and profitable.

This is not a technical white paper but an extension of the Minebase ecosystem.



METAVERSE UNIVERSE

Phase 1, which commences on May 2024, marks the beginning of a new era. This phase will focus on 
laying the groundwork, setting the stage for a flourishing community and an ecosystem brimming with 
opportunities. Participants will have the chance to engage in various activities and earn rewards while 
contributing to the growth of the metaverse.

But that's just the tip of the iceberg! Building upon the success of Phase 1, we have grand plans for 
Phase 2. Scheduled for November 2024, this phase will introduce world space activities, opening up 
vast possibilities for exploration, creation, and collaboration.

Our commitment to innovation is unwavering. We are constantly pushing boundaries and partnering 
with leading industry players to ensure that our metaverse remains at the forefront of technological 
advancements. By harnessing emerging technologies such as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality 
(AR), and artificial intelligence (AI), we strive to deliver an unparalleled metaverse experience.

We are excited to embark on this journey with you and invite you to join us in shaping the future. 
Together, we can create a metaverse that holds endless potential, both in terms of entertainment and 
economic growth. So, gear up and get ready to unleash your creativity, forge new connections, and 
seize the countless opportunities that await you in the Metaverse. Welcome to a world without limits!



INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE



FORECAST

The metaverse is widely recognized as the next phase in the evolution of 
the Internet - an advanced iteration of the current global networking and 
communication infrastructure, wherein users can engage in shared virtual 
and mixed-reality spaces that are immersive, decentralized, and 
interactive. As the most prominent thematic concept for exchange-traded 
funds in 2022, the metaverse represents a colossal, long-term opportunity 
amounting to trillions of dollars. Although the metaverse is still in its 
nascent stages, Minebase is spearheading the development of its own 
metaverse in collaboration with talented developers and strategic 
partners. By doing so, Minebase is providing all users with the 
unprecedented opportunity to generate a consistent monthly income.

Target Group

Entrepreneurs, exekutives, Cryptocurrency Enthusiast, Video Gamers, 
Space Enthusiast and Economist.



Avatar

As a bonus, we're giving away a free base avatar to get 
you started. But why stop there? Let your creativity 
shine by exploring a wide array of stylish clothing 
options. From trendy streetwear to daring and 
outlandish outfits, there's something for everyone. 
Don't settle for ordinary - go wild and change your 
avatar's look anytime you want. Get ready to stand out 
in the Metaverse with your one-of-a-kind style!



Avatar

Create your avatar

Go shopping and buy 

yourself the most amazing 

clothes, or earn 

money with your store.

Anything is possible in the 

world of Minebase Metaverse

MINEBASE METAVERSE AVATARS



The world is not enough

METAVERSE 

The XON token can be obtained through the Minebase CTP system. Users can mint XON tokens based on the number of tokens held in 
their XON Creator Wallet. A transaction fee is applied when using these wallet addresses, which is credited to the user until the creation 
price of the XON token is reached. This leads to the successful creation of a token. The creation price of the XON token increases as 
more tokens enter circulation. The XON Token is a specialized meme token exclusively designed for the Minebase Metaverse. It serves 
as a secure and efficient payment method within the ecosystem, enabling users to purchase various assets such as offices or stores. It 
can also be used to acquire a wide range of items, including office equipment and apartment furnishings. The total token supply is 
limited to 2 billion, with an initial token price of 0.005 USDT. The trading pair for the XON token is XON/USDT.



METAVERSE 

Imagine this: You hold 550 Minebase Tokens and 5000 
XON Tokens on your Creator Wallet. Now, picture this - 
every month, you receive XON Tokens for free, allowing 
you to powerfully build and expand your business in the 
Metaverse. It's an incredible opportunity that propels 
you towards success. 

But wait, there's more! By taking advantage of this 
exclusive offer, you unlock endless possibilities in the 
virtual world. Don't miss out on this chance to make 
your mark on the Metaverse. 

Start your journey today and watch your business thrive. 

Remember: Hold 550 Minebase Tokens and 5000 XON 
Tokens, and the Metaverse is yours to conquer!



MINEBASE METAVERSE WORLD
The different worlds

STARBASE
Spaceships
8 different planets
8 different characters and worlds 

META GALAXY BUSINESS
Space 
8 different Planerts and Worlds
8 different Charakters and  Cultures

META GALAXY

Earth Minestar City
Business Houses
Private Houses
Properties

Earth Minestar City
Business Houses
Private Houses
Properties

META WORLD

META WORLD BUSINESS 



THE VARIOUS INCOME OPPORTUNITIES

Business
Buying or renting  shop 
Buying or renting offices 
Tournaments For various sports
Games 
Organize a party with a DJ (live)
Sell or buy NFTs

Minebase Center:
Dashboard and landing page.
Invite new guests

Unlock space (Meta Galaxy)  
You can build a business in any world
Buy a share of the spaceship

Get ready to embark on an extraordinary journey with the innovative Beam 
Stream technology. Unlike traditional faster-than-light travel, the Beam Stream 
offers instant and seamless teleportation to any destination, making it the 
ultimate mode of transportation for the adventurous souls. But hold on tight! We 
can't forget about the thrill of the Blink drive. To ensure a smooth ride, the Blink 
drive requires precise calibration. Just combine the powerful drive cards with the 
sleek Blink drive adapter, and voila! You're all set to experience a whole new level 
of convenience and exhilaration, as you zip through space and time effortlessly. 
So, buckle up and get ready for an epic adventure with the extraordinary Beam 
Stream and Blink drive technology!

Join our fearless explorer on an intergalactic adventure! Select a planet, board 
the spaceship, and get ready for an exciting journey. In just 30 seconds, you'll 
arrive on the chosen planet, ready to discover its wonders. Explore breathtaking 
landscapes, encounter alien creatures, and unlock the secrets of this 
extraordinary world!

Embark on an extraordinary journey through the boundless universe, where 
you'll voyage to enchanting planets beyond your wildest imagination. Let the 
adventure begin as you take off from Planet base and soar towards the 
magnificent Starbase. Brace yourself for the exhilarating experience of 
interplanetary travel, with our innovative Beam stream technology that 
transports you to any of the 12 mesmerizing planets in a blink of an eye. Get 
ready to explore, discover, and be captivated by the wonders that await!



THE FIRST PHASE
FACE 1 MINESTAR CITY

1001 OPPORTUNITIES TO EARN MONEY HERE

Welcome to Minestar City, the bustling heart of the Minebase Metaverse! Step into a world where endless possibilities await. Picture 
this: a vibrant hub where you can connect with people, host thrilling events, throw unforgettable parties, and even set up your own 
store. Yes, that's right! In this virtual paradise, every user has the incredible opportunity to buy or rent their own business. Imagine 
having your very own online store, seamlessly linked to your website, ready to attract customers from far and wide. But that's not all! 
You can also become an affiliate partner of top e-commerce giants like Ebay and Amazon, earning generous commissions with every 
sale. The metaverse is a treasure trove of untapped potential, and with a thousand and one ways to earn money, your success knows 
no bounds. So, what are you waiting for? Take the plunge into Minestar City and unlock your wildest dreams!



MINESTAR CITY
Welcome to Minestar City, a bustling metropolis where dreams come true and imagination knows no limits! Join us on 
an adventure like no other as we explore the vibrant and ever-expanding Metaverse. Whether you're a seasoned 
entrepreneur or just looking for some fun, Minestar City has something for everyone. Get ready to unleash your 
creativity and build the business of your dreams. From trendy nightclubs to whimsical cafes, from exclusive parties to 
intimate gatherings, every idea can come to life in Minestar City. So what are you waiting for? Step into the Metaverse 
and embark on an exciting journey that will redefine what's possible. It's time to make your mark in Minestar City!



BUILD YOUR BUSINESS
Welcome to the exciting world of business! Get ready to 
explore different ways to buy a business and unlock 
incredible opportunities.

Introducing... The Office Building! Imagine a bustling hub of 
commerce, where dreams are born and fortunes are 
made. The Office Building is the place to be, offering a 
variety of shops just waiting to be claimed. But here's the 
catch - there's only a limited number of shops available for 
sale. Whether you're on Planet or in the distant future on 
other planets, the number of shops is limited everywhere. 
Now is your chance to secure your very own piece of prime 
real estate. 

So, how big of a space are you looking for? The Office 
Building offers three enticing options - 50 square meters, 150 
square meters, or a whopping 300 square meters. The 
choice is yours! And guess what? You're not limited to just 
one shop. You can seize the opportunity to own multiple 
shops and unlock even greater potential. But that's not all. 
The Office Building is not just about buying shops, it's about 
making smart investments. You have the option to rent out 
your shop and generate a steady stream of income, or sell 
it later at a profitable price. 

The power is in your hands! Don't miss out on this once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity. Step into the world of The Office 
Building and let your entrepreneurial spirit soar!



BUILD YOUR BUSINESS

Get ready to explore a whole new way of shopping and 
earning money. Imagine this: you offer your amazing 
products in the immersive virtual world, and with just a 
simple click, users are instantly transported to your website 
to make a purchase. It's like stepping into a whole new 
dimension of shopping convenience! 

But that's not all - you can also become an affiliate partner 
with big players like Amazon or Ebay. Imagine linking their 
products in the Metaverse and earning some serious cash 
while having fun! The potential is limitless! Now, here's a tip: 
to unlock even more opportunities, it's recommended to 
buy a Business in the Metaverse. 

These limited business options are your gateway to vast 
success and thrilling ventures. So what are you waiting for? 
Let's dive into the Metaverse and start turning your dreams 
into reality!



The 2nd part is created step by step planet by planet. A total of 8 planets 

are planned. The user sits in the spaceship and is in 30 seconds at the 

Starbase (by beam stream) For this we need an exterior and interior of a 

spaceship. On a video you can see the stars flying by. Afterwards he gets 

out and is on the Starbase. From there he can fly to the different planets 

(just like the first flight) All further details can be found in part 2

Part 2:  Start vom November 2024



STARBASE
Welcome to the exciting world of interstellar commerce! In this video, we will 
take you on a thrilling journey to the Starbase, a vibrant hub where you can 
buy and sell businesses and interact with fascinating extraterrestrial beings.
 

[SCENE 1: THE STARBASE] Picture this - it's October 2024, and you find 
yourself standing in the bustling Starbase, a space station that connects 
Planet to countless alien planets. This is no ordinary hub; it's a melting pot of 
galactic diversity and endless possibilities! 

[SCENE 2: ALIEN ENCOUNTERS] As you wander through the Starbase, you'll 
encounter all kinds of extraterrestrial lifeforms. From the quirky and lovable 
Xon species to the mysterious beings from distant planets, prepare to be 
amazed by the diversity of the galaxy. [SCENE 3: BUILD YOUR EMPIRE] But it's 
not just about exploration and encounters! The Starbase also offers an 
incredible opportunity to entrepreneurs like you. You can establish your very 
own business here and tap into a vast customer base from all over the 
universe. However, be quick because only 100 coveted spots are available!

[CONCLUSION] So, whether you're looking to buy an existing business or start 
a new venture, the Starbase is your ultimate destination. Get ready to 
embark on an intergalactic adventure and let your entrepreneurial spirit soar 
among the stars! [OUTRO] Narrator: Thank you for joining us on this 
exhilarating tour of the Galactic Hub. Stay tuned for more updates and 
opportunities as we continue to explore the wonders of the universe. Until 
then, enjoy your journey!



Office Packages

1 Office   50 sqm =   250$ in XON tokens

1 Office 150 sqm = 600$ in XON tokens

1 Office 300 sqm = 1000$ in XON tokens

Are you ready to make a smart investment? Well, we've got an exciting opportunity for you! Introducing our 
limited edition stores and offices available for purchase.

But here's the catch - there are only 4 shopping malls up for grabs, with a total of 850 stores. Once all these prime 
locations are sold out, you'll only be able to rent the premises. So, don't miss out on this exclusive chance!

By buying a store or office now, you'll gain a significant advantage. Not only will you have the privilege of 
participating in the rental market, but you can also potentially sell the property at a handsome profit in the future.

Don't wait any longer – Join us in this incredible investment opportunity today and secure your place in the 
thriving world of real estate!

MINEBASE METAVERSE OFFICES AND STORES



100 sqm = 400 $
in XON Tokens 

300 sqm = 1000$
in XON Tokens

500 sqm = 1500$
in XON Tokens

MINEBASE METAVERSE 
Store packages



PARTY 

Welcome to the ultimate party experience in the metaverse! 
Get ready to immerse yourself in a world of excitement, music, 
and new connections. Forget boring gatherings, because our 
parties are like no other. Picture this - a virtual dance floor 
packed with enthusiastic partygoers, all grooving to the beats 
of a top-notch DJ. The energy is contagious as you mingle with 
people from all corners of the globe. Grab your computer, put 
on your headphones, and dive into the most unforgettable 
party of your life. Join us and let's make memories that will last a 
lifetime!



Discover the limitless possibilities of the Metaverse! Step into your very own virtual apartment, a place where 
you can unleash your creativity and design it exactly the way you've always imagined. Every corner is a blank 
canvas waiting for your personal touch. But why keep it all to yourself? Invite friends and loved ones to join 
you in this immersive digital space. Chat, laugh, and share unforgettable moments together, all without leaving 
the comfort of your home. 

The Metaverse is where dreams 
come alive, where you can 
connect with like-minded 
individuals, and create memories 
that will last a lifetime. So, what 
are you waiting for? Dive into the 
Metaverse and embark on an 
extraordinary journey today!

MINEBASE METAVERSE APPARTEMENTS



STARBASE

META GALAXY

We will launch version 2 
in November 2024. 
Meta Galaxy and the 
universe.



META GALAXY
METAVERSE

The world is not enough

Welcome to the unveiling of our highly anticipated version 2, scheduled for a grand 
launch in November 2024. Join us as we delve into the captivating realms of Meta 

Galaxy and explore the vast wonders of the universe. Sit tight, as we present an 
exclusive glimpse into the future with our stellar forecast.



Beam StreamGet ready to embark on thrilling journeys across a 

myriad of planets, each offering its own unique 

wonders and mysteries. Brace yourself for limitless 

possibilities as you explore uncharted territories and 

conquer new horizons.

But it doesn't stop there! Minebase isn't just about 

exploration - it's a platform for entrepreneurs like 

yourself to thrive and expand their business empires. 

Imagine owning your very own store on one of these 

extraordinary planets, attracting customers from all 

corners of the metaverse. The opportunities for 

growth and success are vast!

To access these extraordinary planets, you'll need to venture 

through the Starbase, the gateway to a universe of endless 

exploration and enterprise. Join us on this incredible journey and 

let the magic of Minebase take you to places you've never 

dreamed of before!



STARBASE

Welcome to Starbase, the buzzing hub where dreams take flight! Only 
traders and ambitious entrepreneurs thrive here, as Starbase is the 
ultimate connection between Earth and the planets. Every aspiring 
space traveler must pass through this extraordinary place. 

It's no wonder that Starbase is a treasure trove of opportunities! Here, 
you have the chance to buy or rent your very own store or business. 
But hurry, because just like the stars in the sky, the number of available 
stores is limited. 

Once they're all sold, you can only rent! However, you're in luck - as a 
pioneer in this vast universe, there are still plenty of stores waiting for 
you at Starbase. Position yourself for success by setting up shop at this 
vital crossroads. Remember, your journey starts here at Starbase!



THE PLANETS                           

Crymos Erogon Alea Lobus                            Symolon Droma

Class M                           Class M                          Class M                            Class M                Class M Class                    M Class M 
743 million km        2 445 million km                2 668 million km2              510 million km2                695 million km                2 496 million km2

Roban Aresa

Class L                            Class M
543 million km2             725 million km2



The Planet Crymos

Welcome to the fascinating world of Crymos, a remarkable metaverse 
planet brimming with wonder and excitement! Picture this: two sprawling 
cities, nestled amidst an awe-inspiring landscape, where every corner offers 
breathtaking views of not one, but two enchanting moons gracing the 
horizon. But hold on, there's a catch! The terrain of Crymos is no walk in the 
park, quite literally. It's a tantalizing blend of beauty and mystery, with 
treacherous swamplands that make traversing the planet a challenging 
endeavor. What's the solution, you ask? Ingeniously designed cities, resting 
upon massive pillars anchored a staggering 200 meters deep into the very 
heart of the Planet! Get ready to dive into an immersive experience like 
never before as we explore the mesmerizing world of Crymos and unravel its 
secrets. Join us on this extraordinary journey – an adventure you won't want 
to miss!

In this city, every individual has the opportunity to receive new clothing 
according to their preferences. The clothing designs are eclectic and cater 
to a diverse range of tastes. Additionally, numerous stores are available 
throughout the city, offering various options to the residents. As the planet 
opens up, aspiring entrepreneurs can also seize the opportunity to establish 
their own businesses. Stay tuned for more updates and details.

Crymos



Rosenna
Ruler of Erogon

Erogon the planet of fire

Welcome to Erogon, the fire planet! Imagine 
standing amidst a mesmerizing landscape of 300 
active volcanoes, their fiery breath painting the 
sky. But don't worry, Erogon's three magnificent 
cities rest safely within the embrace of majestic 
mountains and serene lakes. Picture yourself in 
these island-like cities, bustling with opportunities 
for daring entrepreneurs like you. But beware, 
hidden in the shadows lie mysterious and 
dangerous realms, tempting the adventurous 
souls. Yet fear not, for it is an epic journey that 
leads you back to the light. Experience the 
untamed beauty and untapped potential of 
Erogon, a planet like no other!

Erogon



The planet Alea

Welcome to the vibrant planet of Alea, where every day is a 
gamble and the stakes are high! Imagine a world where 
gambling is not just a pastime, but a way of life. 

With dazzling casinos, captivating cabaret shows, and thrilling 
games, Alea is a paradise for risk-takers and thrill-seekers alike. 
As you wander through the bustling streets of the big city, the 
pulsating energy of space tourism fills the air. Why not try your 
luck at opening your own casino, or step into the action and 
experience the excitement firsthand?

But Alea is not just about games. Nestled on the shores of a 
sparkling beach, this paradise offers more than meets the eye. 
Explore the charming fishing port, set sail from the bustling 
marina, or simply unwind on the endless stretch of sun-kissed 
sand. As night falls, the city truly comes alive. The vibrant 
nightlife of Alea is like no other, with entertainment that will 
keep you mesmerized until the early hours of the morning. 

But amidst the glitz and glamour, beware of the Pirongloms - 
elusive creatures that can turn your luck upside down if you 
get too close. Yet, in this land of both opportunity and danger, 
everyone has a chance to make their mark. Whether you're a 
seasoned professional or a daring newcomer, Alea welcomes 
you with open arms, brimming with endless possibilities.

ALEA



The desert planet Lobus

Welcome to the fascinating desert planet! Picture a world where 98% of the land is covered in endless 
stretches of sand, where two magnificent cities rise from the sandy dunes, each with its own unique charm 
and allure. First, let's explore the bustling metropolis of Aratlon, the crown jewel of the desert. Here, you'll 
find a vibrant marketplace where users from all corners of the galaxy converge to trade goods and services. 
From rare artifacts to exotic spices, Aratlon has it all! And if you've ever dreamt of owning a slice of paradise, 
you can even purchase land here and make your mark in this thriving oasis. 

But Aratlon is not just about business, it also boasts a sensational nightlife that will dazzle your senses. 
Prepare to lose yourself in the enchanting melodies and vibrant lights that illuminate the city after dark. Now, 
let's venture to the tranquil city of Kareba, a haven for relaxation seekers. Here, you can escape the hustle 
and bustle of everyday life and immerse yourself in a world of serenity. Take a stroll through the charming 
streets lined with cozy porakas, quaint little cafes that invite you to savor a cup of aromatic desert tea. And if 
you're in search of spiritual tranquility, visit one of the many Taravanns, the sacred houses of prayer and 
meditation, where you can find solace and connect with the planet god Drejan. Legend has it that Drejan 
promises his devotees immortality, a notion that has captivated the hearts and minds of the Tribonjans.

 But the desert has more to offer than just cities. Embark on an exhilarating desert tour and encounter a 
myriad of fascinating creatures that have learned to survive in this harsh climate. But beware the Malebas! 
These formidable beings, larger than adult whales, lurk beneath the sandy surface, ready to drag 
unsuspecting victims into the underworld. However, legends speak of a hidden city, built by the elusive 
Meraxians, deep within the desert. It is said to hold unimaginable wonders, awaiting only those who are 
brave enough to venture into its mysterious depths. Will you be one of the few to discover its secrets? Get 
ready for the adventure of a lifetime on the extraordinary desert planet, where every step holds the promise 
of excitement and discovery!

Lobus



The planet Symolon with an extraordinary bridge city

Welcome to the extraordinary city on water! This magnificent planet is like no other, with its 

stunning bridge city that stretches as far as the eye can see. Imagine living on platforms over 

crystal-clear waters, and even some houses built on stilts. But that's just the beginning of the 

adventure. Hold on tight as we explore the city's incredible transportation system - the Mambu. 

These high-speed vehicles travel through underwater tubes, offering a thrilling glimpse into the 

mesmerizing underwater world. With speeds of up to 40 kilometers per hour and the latest 

Magnoma technology for safety, the Mambu ride is an experience you won't forget!

As you immerse yourself in the underwater wonderland, be prepared to cross paths with 

extraordinary creatures like the majestic Zygom fish, playful Dramals, and vibrant Holyps. You 

might even catch a glimpse of the elusive Shylfine, the enchanting mermaid-like beings, whose 

appearances are as rare as they are magical! But the adventure doesn't stop there. Welcome to a 

shopper's paradise! The Mambus will conveniently transport you to the city's bustling stores, 

where you can indulge in a unique shopping experience. 

Here, everyone has the chance to thrive and try their hand at business, making it an exciting 

opportunity for all. Get ready for the journey of a lifetime in this captivating city on water. Are you 

ready to dive in and explore the unknown? Let's go!

Symolon



The planet Droma

Welcome to the extraordinary planet of Droma! This otherworldly planet boasts a unique atmosphere, 

making it impossible for normal life forms to exist. But fear not, for Droma is home to not one, but two 

incredible cities that push the limits of human imagination.

Descend 80 meters below the planet's surface and you'll find yourself in the first city, a marvel of 

engineering that stretches down a mind-boggling 6000 meters. Spanning an impressive 1268 square 

kilometers, this subterranean metropolis is a true masterpiece. Thanks to advanced technology, 

artificial daylight illuminates the city, allowing its inhabitants to roam freely without wearing masks. 

Nitrogen-acid mixtures have been carefully calibrated to sustain human life, making it a haven for 

adventurous souls. In this futuristic city, water is extracted and lush greenery thrives, creating a 

thriving ecosystem that teems with life. Venture deeper into the city and discover a vast cave 

labyrinth that harbors mysterious stones and unique creatures. As the artificially created sun sets the 

city truly comes alive with a vibrant nightlife, featuring bustling bars, eclectic stores, and lively clubs. 

Here, entrepreneurs are given the opportunity to build their dreams, adding even more diversity to 

this extraordinary underground world.

But that's not all! Ascend to an altitude of 100 kilometers above Droma and you'll arrive at the second 

city. With an atmosphere that perfectly balances oxygen and nitrogen, this city provides a truly 

breathtaking experience. Imagine strolling along sandy beaches floating high above the planet's 

surface, with an imitated sea stretching out before you. Dip your toes  into the crystal-clear waters, 

where you'll find a depth of 8 meters at its lowest point. As you relax on the beach, take in the 

magnificent vista of Droma, a sight that is nothing short of awe-inspiring. As night falls, this city 

transforms into a bustling tourist hub, offering a dazzling array of entertainment shows, thrilling 

casinos, cozy cafes, and lively pubs. To ensure its sustainability, the second city receives a daily 

water supply from the bustling metropolis below, ensuring that visitors can enjoy all the luxuries and 

pleasures that this celestial paradise has to offer.

Get ready to embark on an unforgettable adventure and explore the wonders of Droma! Whether 

you're a thrill-seeker, an entrepreneur, or simply in search of a utopian escape, this planet has it all. 

So pack your bags and brace yourself for an otherworldly experience like no other!

Droma



The magic planet Roban

Welcome to the magical land of Roban, where dreams come true and adventure 

awaits at every corner! Roban is not just an ordinary planet; it's a world filled with 

enchantment and wonder. Picture a majestic castle, standing tall and proud, 

bathing in the glow of colorful magic. This is the gateway to the heart of the city, and 

here, the finest artisans, designers, and fashion icons come together to create a truly 

mesmerizing experience.

As you stroll through the lively streets of this Venetian-inspired metropolis, you'll find 

yourself immersed in a world of opulence and elegance. Exclusive boutiques offer 

the latest trends from renowned brands, enticing you to indulge in a shopping spree 

like no other. And for those with a creative spark, the city welcomes entrepreneurs to 

open their own stores, adding their unique touch to this extraordinary realm. But as 

night falls and the sky transforms into a canvas of stars, it's impossible to miss the 

magnificent magic castle. Its ethereal glow draws you in, tempting you to explore its 

secrets. Step inside and be prepared to unlock the mystic arts that lie within. 

But beware, for even in this land of enchantment, darkness looms on the horizon. 

Beyond the realms of Roban, a small, mysterious planet dances across the sky, 

forever linked to the magic castle. It is there that the Castle of Darkness awaits, a 

place teeming with thrilling adventures for those brave enough to venture forth. So, 

are you ready to embark on a journey like no other? Prepare to be captivated as 

you discover the hidden wonders of Roban, where magic and mystery reside!

ROBAN



The planet Arisa

Welcome to the mesmerizing world of Arisa! Prepare to embark on a thrilling adventure 
through untouched wilderness and hidden secrets. This mysterious planet, once 
considered uninhabited, holds a remarkable secret – a time portal that can transport 
you back in time! 5000 years ago, the ingenious inhabitants of Arisa crafted this 
extraordinary time portal, shrouding it in secrecy within the heart of the wilderness. For 
centuries, it remained undiscovered, until a daring pilot stranded on the planet 
stumbled upon its hidden location.

And now, this incredible discovery is yours to explore! Imagine stepping into the 19th 
century, a pivotal era of world history, where groundbreaking moments unfolded. With 
your very own avatar, you have the power to witness these historic events firsthand. 
Feel the pulse of every breathtaking moment as you immerse yourself in the fabric of 
time. From monumental scientific breakthroughs to world-changing revolutions, the 
time portal of Arisa will transport you to the heart of history. 

But that's not all - we'll continue to add more and more captivating events, expanding 
your journey through time. Get ready for an exhilarating experience unlike any other. 
Unleash your curiosity, ignite your imagination, and prepare to be awe-struck by the 
wonders of Arisa's time portal. Are you ready for an adventure? Wishing you an 
extraordinary, time-traveling experience on the planet Arisa!.



length 423.51 Meter

width: 286,53 Meter

height: 66,50 Meter

decks: 25 Decks

weight: 788 T

High 
speed: Beam Stream

Metagalaxy Star Fleet

Galaxy Class
USS MINEBASE 2024SI

The USS Minebase, a state-of-the-art interstellar spacecraft, soars majestically through the cosmos, carrying 
adventurous explorers from Earth to the extraordinary Starbase. As they disembark, they are greeted by a bustling hub 
of futuristic activity.

But the adventure doesn't stop there! On the Starbase, a fleet of magnificent Galaxy Classen spaceships awaits, ready to 
take intrepid travelers to the farthest reaches of the universe. Each spaceship represents a gateway to a different planet, 
promising unparalleled wonders and breathtaking encounters. However, it's not as simple as hopping from one planet to 
another. 

To reach their desired destination, explorers must return to the Starbase and carefully choose their next cosmic voyage. 
From the Starbase, the entire universe becomes their playground, beckoning them to fly to any planet their heart 
desires or return to the familiarity and beauty of Earth. So grab your spacesuit and get ready for the intergalactic 
adventure of a lifetime! Buckle up as we embark on an exhilarating journey to the stars and beyond!



Metagalaxy Star Fleet

Galaxy Class

Secure your stake

Unlock the potential for financial success with an investment in a Galaxy class spaceship. Our fleet consists of 9 
exceptional spaceships, including the USS Minebase, shuttling passengers between Starbase and Earth, and 8 
specialized spacecraft traveling between the 8 planets. By purchasing a single share, you gain access to all 9 spaceships, 
valued at 3000 dollars in XON Tokens. However, it's important to note that only 9 shares are available.

Each flight costs a mere 0.50 dollars in XON Tokens. Once the daily turnover reaches 600 dollars, the 9 shares will be 
released. This grants shareholders a monthly income of 2000 dollars.

Don't miss this lucrative opportunity. Secure your share in the Galaxy class spaceship today!

It is important to know that all trades of the spaceship shares are paid out                     

directly to all users. Minebase does not charge a share of these transactions.



Earn money with teleportation

When traveling between planets, the most efficient and 
convenient method to reach Earth is via the Starbase, utilizing the 
spaceship as the primary mode of transportation. However, we 
understand that this process may not always be ideal.

Therefore, we are proud to introduce our cutting-edge 
teleportation solution. Our state-of-the-art teleportation machine 
enables instantaneous transport to any planet or back to Earth, 
eliminating the need for a spaceship. The cost of a single 
teleportation is just $0.80 for our valued users. For those 
interested in establishing a business, we offer an exclusive package 
for $500, providing 2500 teleportation units. 

With this package, you can earn a substantial profit of $2000 and 
make a net profit of $1500. Only a limited number of 10 packages 
will be available initially, and once they are sold out, we will 
release another 10 packages to ensure earning opportunities.

 

It is important to know that all trades such as teleportation or spaceship shares are paid out 

directly to all users. Minebase does not charge a share of these transactions



Closing words

Dear friends, partners, and Metaverse enthusiasts, get ready to embark on an 
extraordinary journey! We are thrilled to announce a groundbreaking step that will 
revolutionize the way we experience virtual worlds. Just imagine, a world where you 
can not only explore but also build your own empire and secure a second, or even a 
main income. The opportunities within the Metaverse are limitless, and now is the 
perfect time to join. 

Those who recognize the potential early on will have a massive advantage over 
those who wait for their share of this booming business. This isn't just a game, my 
friends. It's a fiercely competitive industry that is set to soar in the coming years. 
The virtual world is already at our fingertips, and it's time to take advantage of it. 
Just as cryptocurrencies have transformed finance, the virtual business is poised to 
do the same. 

Are you excited? We certainly are! Join us at Minebase and get ready to redefine 
what's possible. We can't wait to see you there, thriving in the exciting world of the 
Metaverse. Until then, we wish you the very best on your path to success!



Thank you

METAVERSE UNIVERSE
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